§ 931.16 Required program amendments.

Pursuant to 30 CFR 732.17, New Mexico is required to submit for OSM’s approval the following proposed program amendments by the dates specified.

(a)-(aa) [Reserved]

§ 931.20 Approval of the New Mexico abandoned mine reclamation plan.

The New Mexico Abandoned Mine Reclamation Plan as submitted on September 29, 1980, and amended February 4, 1981, is approved. Copies of the approved program are available at the following locations:

(a) Albuquerque Field Office, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, 505 Marquette NW., suite 1200, Albuquerque, NM 87102.

(b) Mining and Minerals Division, Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department, 2010 South Pacheco Street, Santa Fe, NM 87505.

§ 931.26 Required plan amendments.

Pursuant to 30 CFR 884.15, New Mexico is required to submit for OSM’s approval the following proposed plan amendments by the date specified:

(a) By January 21, 1997, New Mexico shall revise NMSA 69–25B–2 and 3.B to provide references to August 3, 1977, the effective date of SMCRA, or otherwise modify its plan, to ensure that the reclamation of post-August 3, 1977, sites is specifically provided for with counterpart provisions to sections 402(g)(4) and 403(b)(2).

(b) By January 21, 1997, New Mexico shall further revise NMSA 69–25B–3.B to provide a definition for “eligible lands and water” that is consistent with the term as defined at section 404 of SMCRA.

(c) By January 21, 1997, New Mexico shall revise NMSA 69–25B–6.A, or otherwise modify its plan, to reflect the same expenditure priorities as counterpart section 403(a) of SMCRA.

(d) By January 21, 1997, New Mexico shall revise NMSA 69–25B–6.A by deleting NMSA 69–25B–6.A(4) and item No. I (d) of the “Ranking and Selection” section of its plan.

(e) By January 21, 1997, New Mexico shall revise NMSA 69–25B–6.C by reinserting the word “coal.”

§ 931.30 State-Federal Cooperative Agreement.

The State of New Mexico (State) acting through the Governor and the Department of the Interior (Department) acting through the Secretary enter into a Cooperative Agreement (Agreement) to read as follows:

ARTICLE I: INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

1. This Agreement is authorized by section 523(c) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (Federal Act), 30 U.S.C. 1273(c), which allows a State with a permanent regulatory program approved under 30 U.S.C. 1253 to elect to enter into an agreement with the